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Job: Project Lead SAP EWM (w/m/d) | more than 700 warehouses

We are looking for a SAP EWM project manager (f/m/d) for a longtime client in Stuttgart. This is an open-ended in-house position.
Einsatzort: Stuttgart, Deutschland
Art der Anstellung: Festanstellung

Ihr Ansprechpartner
Felix Jungnick
+49 69 1539254-12
f.jungnick@element.de

Unternehmensprofil
Our client bears one of the great names that is known far beyond the borders of Germany. As an industrial company with more than
100 years of success story and international orientation, one combines the security of a traditional top company with the claim to
dominate economically and technically and to shape the entire industry.

The employees are the key to the enormous success - that this company has understood for decades. It therefore offers a great
overall package:

flexible working time models
Long-term working time account (e. g. for Sabbatical)
home office
various training opportunities in three different career paths
attractive standard salary with twelve fixed payments + Christmas and holiday bonus + company bonus
...

The system landscape is highly complex. The SAP department of Corporate IT is subdivided into various domains according to the
various modules and products, which are organized according to their focal points. Consulting - Digitization - S/4HANA - Project
Management - the wheels mesh smoothly.

Ihre Aufgaben
You will assume responsibility in the various and complex EWM projects. This involves current and future international rollouts on
the one hand, and further development of templates on the other.
Most of the approximately 750 warehouses are currently running on SAP WM. Currently, the focus is on 350 warehouses, which are
to be successively converted to EWM. 25 colleagues in five countries on three continents are handling this immense project volume.
They are responsible for the planning, use of resources (scope/time/budget) and control of international rollouts as well as (without
exception internal) forces and the further development of project management. This includes above all professionalization through
templates, training, best practice approaches, etc.
Do we need a new manual?
Do we need a new template?
Is it necessary to check processes again and describe them anew?
Do we need another tool?
…
The medium-term goal is to get by without central control, so that one team further develops the global template and several small,
regional teams roll out in parallel.

Ihr Anforderungsprofil
a proven history as a project manager in SAP EWM (or SAP WM)
ideally background as SAP EWM Consultant in an international environment
Team player mentality paired with leadership strength
Strong communication skills and intercultural openness
Willingness to travel between 10 and 20% (depending on phase)
Perfect English and preferably good German language skills

element GmbH ist Ihre auf Finance & Banking, SAP, IT, Engineering und
Healthcare spezialisierte Personalberatung.

